EVERYDAY CURRENT AFFAIRS – NOVEMBER 30,2021
-

STATES

 Nagaland Police - launched a mobile application named 'Call Your Cop' to
enhance communication between the police and citizens on November 29,
2021

 Developed by Excellogics Tech Solutions Pvt Ltd, the mobile application will
enable all citizens to easily get in touch with the police.
 The ‘Call Your Cop’ mobile app is simple and robust containing the contact
numbers of all Nagaland Police officials.
 It features directory, alerts, tourist tips, SOS and emergency numbers, etc.
 From this app, one can also search for the nearest police station with an
interactive map
 The app provides quick dialer provisions for citizens to call police during
emergencies or other enquiries

NATIONAL
 On November 29, Parliament - passed the Farm Laws Repeal
Bill, 2021 during the first day of its winter session without a debate
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 The bill was tabled by Union agriculture minister, Narendra Singh Tomar
 The Farm Laws Repeal Bill 2021 was passed in just four minutes in the Lok
Sabha through a voice vote and in the Rajya Sabha it was passed after a short
discussion
 The Farm Laws Repeal Bill 2021 seeks to repeal the three farm laws namely –
 Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) Agreement on Price Assurance
and Farm Services Act, 2020,
 The Farmers’ Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation)
Act, 2020,
 The Essential Commodities (Amendment) Act, 2020 – and amending the
Essential Commodities Act, 1955
 Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced the government’s intention to repeal the
three laws in view of ongoing farmers’ protests against these laws in a special
address to the nation on the day of Guru Nanak Jayanti, November 19.
 Two days after the Prime Minister’s announcement, the Union Cabinet cleared the
draft of the Bill.
 In January 2021, the Supreme Court had stayed the implementation of these laws
until further orders, to facilitate a process of negotiation between the centre and
the protesting farmer groups
 The Supreme Court had also constituted a committee to hold the talks with the
farmer groups
 Earlier, the President of India Ram Nath Kovind promulgated three ordinances on
June 5, 2020
 Overall, these laws were in effect for only 221 days.
 Over the next 18 sittings, the government is expected to introduce more than 30
legislative Bills and one Finance Bill.
 The other important bills include the crucial Cryptocurrency and Regulation of
Official Digital Currency Bill, the Insolvency and Bankruptcy (Second Amendment)
Bill, 2021, and the Electricity (Amendment) Bill.
 The winter session of Parliament is scheduled to conclude on 23 December.
 On November 29, the Centre - announced the sale of state-run Central
Electronics Ltd to Nandal Finance and Leasing for Rs 210 crore
 This is the second privatisation of a public sector entity in the current fiscal after
the sale of Air India to the Tata group.
 The government is planning to complete the transaction in the current financial
year.
 The government has set a target of raising Rs 1.75 lakh crore from disinvestment
in state-run entities and listing of LIC.
 So far, the government has raised Rs 9,330 crore as disinvestment receipts.
 The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) empowered Alternative
Mechanism approved the highest price bid of Nandal Finance and Leasing Pvt Ltd
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for sale of 100% equity shareholding of the government in Central Electronics Ltd
(CEL).
The Alternative Mechanism comprises finance minister Nirmala Sitharaman, road
transport minister Nitin Gadkari, MoS (independent charge) science and
technology Jitendra Singh
The public sector entity falls under the Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research (DSIR).
It was established in 1974, with an objective to commercially exploit indigenous
technologies developed by national laboratories and R&D institutions in the
country.
The CEL is a pioneer in the country in the field of Solar Photovoltaic (SPV) and it
has developed the technology with its own R&D efforts
The process of CEL disinvestment started in 2016 with the ‘in-principle’ approval
of the CCEA.
Final bids were invited in 2019 but it did not receive any response from investors.
The process was re-launched in February 2020 and three bids were received by
July and all the bidders were shortlisted by the transaction advisor.

 The government - has rolled out a unique Face Recognition Technology on
November 29, to make the process of life certificate easier for elderly
pensioners by using a simple mobile ‘App’

 Minister of State for Personnel, Jitendra Singh launched the technology for the
benefit of pensioners
 The new technique will help around 68 lakh central government pensioners and
also those under the EPFO and state governments.
 The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology and the Unique
Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) have devised the technology for the
initiative of the Department of Pension and Pensioners’ Welfare
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 All pensioners are mandated to submit life certificates annually to continue
receiving pension.
 The Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions has already
implemented a facility of submitting certificates digitally.
 The Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati, Australia India Water Centre,
and Western Sydney University - virtually launched the first edition of the
India Young Water on 29th November 2021

 Manpreet Vohra, the Indian high commissioner to Australia, and Barry O' Farrell,
the Australian high commissioner to India, and Debashree Mukherjee, additional
secretary to the Ministry of Jal Shakti were present at the event.
 This program will be implemented by the Australia India Water Centre (a
consortium of Australian and Indian universities).
 The objectives of the Programme are to equip water professionals with the
necessary skills, knowledge, and networks to contribute to the development and
management of water resources in India
 A total of 20 participants have been selected for the first edition of this programme
(10 men and 10 women) from central and state implementing agencies of the
National Hydrology Project.
 About 70% of the program is focused on project-based learning through Situation
Understanding and Improvement Projects (SUIP).

CONFERENCES & SUMMITS
 The annual Cherry Blossom Festival – took place in Meghalaya from
November 25 to 27, 2021 in two venues, Ward’s Lake and Polo Grounds, in
Shillong
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 The three-day festival was inaugurated by Chief Minister of Meghalaya, Conrad K
Sangma and Satoshi Suzuki who is Ambassador of Japan to India
 The festival includes live music and other activities like pageants, dance
competitions, several stalls representing their region through the cuisine, arts &
craft and wine.
 This year, the lineup included the first edition of ‘Shillong literature festival’ with
award winning authors, publishers, literary agents, visual artists, storytellers
gracing the event.
 The festival was cancelled last year due to the Covid-19 pandemic
 The annual festival coincides with the actual blooming of the cherry blossom
flowers.
 Scientifically called as ‘prunus cerasoides’, these flowers bloom in the Himalayas
and cover the east and west Khasi hills.
 Besides Shillong, Japan too is known for its cherry blossom festival.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY & ENVIRONMENT
 Hyderabad-based Spacetech start-up Skyroot Aerospace - has successfully
tested Dhawan-1, India’s first privately developed fully cryogenic rocket
engine
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 This is a ‘Made-in-India’ cryogenic engine developed using 3D printing with a
superalloy, reducing manufacturing time by more than 95%.
 The engine is fuelled by Liquid Natural gas (LNG) having more than 90%
methane, which is considered the rocket fuel of the future and Liquid Oxygen
(LoX) – a high-performance, low-cost and clean rocket fuel
 In Combined form, the fuel is called as “Methalox”, which form a cryogenic
rocket fuel.
 Skyroot has named its cryogenic engine- ‘Dhawan-1’ in honour of eminent Indian
Rocket scientist Dr Satish Dhawan who played an instrumental role in the
development of the Indian Space Programme.
 This test demonstrates the propulsion technology to be used in the upper stage of
Skyroot’s orbital vehicle Vikram-2.
 Vikram-2 orbital launch vehicle is one of three launch vehicles Skyroot has
designed specifically for the small satellite market.
 Vikram-1 can carry a payload of up to 315 kilograms to 500 kilometre low Earth
orbit (LEO), while the largest rocket, Vikram-3 can carry 720 kilograms to LEO
 For testing, Skyroot indigenously developed a mobile cryogenic engine test stand
and tested the engine at one of its kind propulsion test facilities in Nagpur
 Founded in 2018 by former ISRO rocket scientists, Skyroot has signed a launch
deal with satellite provider Dhruva Space
 The company also signed a memorandum of understanding with Precious
Payload, a New York City-based company that helps arrange rocket launches for
satellite producers.
 Cryogenic engines are one of the hardest to develop and so far only six countries
have these launch vehicles including the US, China, Russia, France, Japan, and
India.

ECONOMY
 On November 29, the Reserve Bank of India - announced plans for
insolvency proceedings of Reliance Capital, superseding the board of its
directors
 The apex bank cited payment defaults and serious governance concerns which
the board has not been able to address.
 The central bank has also appointed Nageswar Rao Y, former executive director
of Bank of Maharashtra as the administrator.
 RBI will also apply to the National Company Law Tribunal for appointing the
administrator as the insolvency resolution professional
 Anil Ambani’s telecom companies are under insolvency proceedings and he had
earlier told a London court that he did not have any notable assets to repay
Chinese banks.
 Ambani had told shareholders in the company’s annual general meeting in
September that the consolidated debt was Rs 40,000 crore.
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 The Anil Ambani-owned RCL is the third financial services firm to face insolvency
proceedings after the law was amended to include NBFCs two years ago.
 DHFL—the first to be admitted—was resolved this year, resulting in its sale to the
Piramal Group.
 Earlier this month, RBI initiated insolvency proceedings against the Kolkata-based
SREI group.
 The RBI action comes more than two years after Reliance Capital was declared a
defaulter by Care Ratings for failing to meet its payment obligations.

APPOINTMENTS
 Parag Agarwal, an IIT Mumbai alumnus and chief technology officer of
Twitter - will take over as CEO of the social media platform, Twitter.
 Co-founder CEO Jack Dorsey himself confirmed the transition after deciding to
leave Twitter
 Agarwal, who graduated from IIT Mumbai before earning a PhD in Computer
Science from Stanford University, has worked in Microsoft, Yahoo, and AT&T labs
before joining Twitter in 2011.
 With his elevation as CEO, more than half dozen global tech majors now have
Indian-Americans at the helm, including Google’s Sundar Pichai, Microsoft’s
Satya Nadella, IBM’s Arving Krishna, and Adobe Shantanu Narayen.
 A college drop-out who co-founded Twitter in 2005, Dorsey served two stints in
the company as CEO
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 The 45-year-old Dorsey is also the head of payments company Square, and has
been focusing more of his attention on cryptocurrencies, particularly bitcoin, in
recent years

 Dorsey will stay on the board of the San Francisco-based company until his term
expires in 2022.
 Agrawal, who became CTO in 2017, is also joining the board, and director Bret
Taylor was named independent chairman.
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SPORTS
 Velammal Nexus - wins the World School team championship in Dubai on
November 29.

 In the final, Velammal Nexus defeated Saco Oliveros of Peru by 3-2 to win the title
 GMs D Gukesh, R Praggnanandhaa and Leon Mendonca, along with International
Master V Pranav and V Rindhiya helped Velammal Nexus to annex the title.
 The initial phase was held online where 283 teams from 54 nations took part.
 Velammal were among the 10 teams to qualify for the over-the-board (OTB)
segment which commenced on November 25.
 The OTB stage of the competition was held alongside the ongoing World
championship clash between Magnus Carlsen and Ian Nepomniachtchi.
 In the OTB group stage, Velammal topped Group A.
 The likes of Praggu, Gukesh and Mendonca, among others, have been training
with Viswanathan Anand as part of the Westbridge Anand Chess Academy.

RANKINGS
 Tamil Nadu - has the fourth lowest poverty index among states with 4.89%,
after Kerala (0.71%), Goa (3.76%) and Sikkim (3.82%).
 This was revealed in the Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI) report prepared by
the Niti Aayog based on the National family health survey - 4 done in 2015-16
 The Union territory of Puducherry has the lowest poverty ratio among the Union
territories in the country with just 1.72% of its population living in poverty
 Lakshadweep is the second least poor union territory with 1.82% followed by
Andaman & Nicobar Island (4.3%), Delhi (4.79%) and Chandigarh (5.97%).
 Bihar has the highest poverty ratio with 51.91% of its population living in poverty.
 Jharkhand has the second-highest poverty ratio with 42.16% of its population
living in poverty followed by Uttar Pradesh (37.79%), Madhya Pradesh (36.65%)
and Meghalaya and Assam 32.67%.
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 Among the Union territories, Dadra & Nagar Haveli has the highest poverty ratio
with 27.36% of its population living in poverty, followed by Jammu & Kashmir and
Ladakh (12.58%) and Daman & Diu (6.82%).
 The MPI was prepared using the globally accepted and robust methodology
developed by the Oxford Poverty and Human Development Initiative (OPHI) and
the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP).
 The index was prepared based on three key parameters - health, education and
standard of living.
 Health parameter comprises three indicators - nutrition, child and adolescent
mortality and antenatal care
 Education includes 'years of schooling' and 'school attendance' and
 Standard of living includes cooking fuel, sanitation, drinking water,
electricity, housing, assets and bank account.
 Tamil Nadu fared better in several indicators including electricity, school
attendance and cooking fuel.
 Niti Aayog used the Alkire-Foster (AF) methodology to prepare the index.
 The AF methodology is a general framework for measuring multidimensional
poverty that identifies people as poor or not poor based on a dual cut off counting
method.
 The methodology is an extension of the widely accepted Foster-Greer-Thorbecke
(FGT) class of poverty measures

INTERNATIONAL DAY
 International Day of Solidarity with Palestinian People - November 29

 United Nations observes the Day every year to reaffirm its commitment to the
people of Palestine in building their future
 The day marks the adoption of the UN’s resolution 181 to partition Palestine into
two states – Arab and Jewish - on November 29, 1947
 The resolution was opposed by the Arabs, who blamed it for laying the foundation
of Israel.
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 The city of Jerusalem was declared a corpus separatum, the Latin term for
separate entity and was supposed to be governed by a special international
regime
 The day is being observed since 1978
 The day is usually observed on November 29, except in 2003, when it was
observed on December 1.
 To mark the occasion, the UN will be holding a special meeting that would be
attended by the President of the UN General Assembly (UNGA), the President of
the UN Security Council and the UN Chef de Cabinet who would address the
programme on behalf of Guterres
 Currently, Abdulla Shahid, who has served as the Maldivian foreign minister, is
the President of the UNGA.
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